Artifit Ultra-thin & 10-Foot-Drop Tested ShockProof iPhone Case──The Best Choice to
Protect Your iPhone
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, US, June 20, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- iPhone is an
outstanding smartphone with the
superb design and excellent display,
but it’s not exactly the most durable
device on the market. Phone
maintenance store owners were surely
jumping for joy when Apple announced
that its iPhone 8 and 8 Plus handsets
would feature glass, as well as iPhone
X. Even though Apple says it’s its most
durable glass ever, there’s no telling
when your phone might decide to
make a break for freedom from your
hand – especially with the plus-size
handsets.
Infamously, the first iPhone 6 sold to
consumers was immediately dropped
onto the ground. Accidents happen.
Drops, scrapes, and even bending can
drastically leave your iPhone in an
inoperable state. If you want to protect
your shiny new gadget, a tough, rugged
iPhone case that can take the knocks is
exactly what you need. So here comes
our pick of protective jacket for your iPhone—— Artifit shock-proof iPhone case.
TPU & TPE Dual-layer Shock Protection
In terms of protection, Artifit iPhone case offers drop proofing and shock proofing. It has also
been certificated by SGS organization to handle the drop test from 10 feet high, which means it
offers solid drop protection even though your iPhone accidentally slips from the 2nd floor onto
the ground. Absorbent TPU layer provides the powerful drop proofing feature because it
disperses the shock of a drop throughout the case. The inner side of frame also has TPE corner
bumper which will provide dual-layer shock absorption and add protection against bumps and
drops. If your device falls face down, your screen takes a direct hit. But the raised bevel makes
sure that the impact is absorbed by the phone case instead of the phone. The absorbent TPU
layer, raised bevel and TPE corner bumper, these all will go a long way to keep your iPhone safe.

Ultra-thin and Lightweight

Just because Aritifit iPhone cases are
super protective, that doesn’t mean
they have to be ugly brick-style cases. If
you're looking for an ultra-thin and
lightweight case, Aritifit totally can do
the trick. Artifit iPhone X case with the
weight of 1.16oz and thickness of
0.06in is one of the thinnest and most
lightweight shock-proof cases you can
buy. This case is not only relatively light
and thin, but also comfortable to hold.
It has built-in button covers, and
precise cut-outs for the camera, port,
and switch.
Minimalism
Dressing your iPhone in a protective
case will not only reduce the
probability of cracking a screen or
causing any other damage, but it'll also
give you the opportunity to truly make
your iPhone your own. We appreciate
the case's thinness, light weight, as well
as the unique minimal design. Without
any fancy decorations and glorious
design, Artific is crafted as a symbol of
minimalism whilst offering extreme
protection.
This combination of style and
protection will resonate with you in a
way other cases simply can’t match. So,
buy an Artifit iPhone case now and
save yourself from heartbreak later.
Artifit iPhone cases are now available
for iPhone X, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone 7
Plus, iPhone 8/7/6s/6, with 3 color
choices of rose gold, black and space
gray.
To learn more about Artifit iPhone
case, please visit
https://genhigh.com/collections/lifestyl
e
About GenHigh
GenHigh’s a global personal electronics brand providing consumers worldwide high-quality,
elegantly-designed smart devices engineered with the latest innovations in technology matched
with precision craftsmanship. GenHigh’s commitment to research and development is reflected
in every facet of our lifestyle products to bring consumers highly affordable quality devices.
Headquartered in China, GenHigh was founded in 2017 with operations in San Francisco and
Texas.
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